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Add a joke and make lunch fun! Lunchbox notes are a great way to say I love you when your child is

at school. Each tear-out page contains a joke that will add a smile to the lunch menu. Whether your

kid relishes the fun alone or takes center stage and reads to the rest of the table, Lunchbox Jokes

makes it easy, fun, and funny.
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I bought these to put in my daughter's lunch when she started kindergarten. every morning, i would

pull a joke from the book, write a note on it, and place it in her lunchbox.she could read, but she

needed help with some of the worlds (the lunch aids were awesome with this). i think the reading

would be no issue for first grade.i had to explain a lot of the jokes. i understand humor develops in

kids at different rates, but i think some of the jokes were over her head because of word play. i got

better at screening the jokes for ones she would get, and she got more of them as the year went

on.my daughter was a little shy in Kindergarten, and these jokes helped her out of her shell. she

would read them to her classmates daily. it became a thing. she would get in the car and talk about

the joke of the day.

My kids love these! If I forget then they get them on their own! I learned that they were telling their

1st grade teacher a joke everyday so it's been a way to build that relationship and also peer



relationships. They've also been memorizing them which is great to see.

These are okay. I have 3 kids- ages 9, 7 and 6. I only use them for my 7 year old because she's the

kid that really likes this kid of stuff from mommy at lunch. I like the jokes they are on par for her age

and understanding, but there's not any color in here. She Loves brightly colored things so I add a

little bit of coloring myself with markers or crayons.

Convenient. My daughter is in 1st grade and looks forward to them in her lunchbox everyday. Some

jokes are okay, not fantastic but I will continue using them as long as she likes them. I'm on the

fence about buying the others in the series.

Our daughter really looks forward to these notes. I write a secret message to her and she has a

super fun joke to read to everyone else. Big hit!

I admit I'm a nerd and I think the corny jokes are great! My son is 8 and I didn't think he actually

read them but I forgot to put one in the other day and he was quick to point it out when he got

home:)

Our kids have loved having these riddles in their lunch each day! It has been a fun way to connect

with them while they are at school. The jokes have elevated our tradition of lunchbox notes. Even

our middle schooler loves them!

These are cute jokes, easy to tear out, write on, and slip in your child's lunch. My kids love getting

them in their lunches.
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